When using any driving directions or map, it’s a good idea to do a reality check and make sure the road still exists, watch out for construction, and follow all traffic safety precautions. This is only to be used as an aid in planning.

**4950 Baseline Road, Boulder, CO**

1. Start at **4950 BASELINE RD, BOULDER** going toward **FOOTHILLS PKY**
2. Turn **L** on **FOOTHILLS PKY (CO-157 N)** - go **2.2 mi**
3. Turn **L** on **VALMONT RD (CR-52)** - go **0.1 mi**
4. Turn **R** on **CENTER GREEN DR** - go **0.1 mi**
5. Arrive at **3080 CENTER GREEN DR, BOULDER**, on the **R**

**3080 Center Green Dr, Boulder, CO, 80301**

Total Distance: **2.43 mi**, Total Travel Time: **5 mins**